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Abstract. Serious Games offer a new way to older adults to improve various 

abilities such as the vision, the balance or the memory. However, cognitive 

impairment causes a lot of difficulties to them when actively practicing these 

games. Their engagement and motivation are reduced rapidly when 

encountering successive problems without any help. In this paper, we present 

an approach to assist older adults in Serious Game using an interactive system. 

Three groups of players with different cognitive impairments (Mnesic Plaint, 

MCI and Alzheimer) have been tested with the system in a concentration-based 

game. As the experimental results, the players performed a high performance 

when playing with the assistance of the system, especially among Alzheimer 

group. The future work aims to perform this approach with a larger population 

and explore other factors which can influence on the players’ motivation.                           

1   Introduction 

In recent years, many researches proved that the video game, renamed under a 

special term « serious game », can boost mental skills for older adults [1], [2]. 

Moreover, many projects offer games in some specific problematics of them [3], [4].  

This new technology can maintain motivation and improve engagement’s player. 

However, there is a paradox among the older players: they could quickly discourage 

because of many difficulties due to lack of game culture or their fragile memory. 

Consequently, they cannot play alone and could abandon the game after a short use. 

The big challenge here is actively keeping them in game as long as possible by 

maintaining permanently their motivation and their engagement. For that, detecting 

their motivation level is necessary for determining the moment to help them. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we make an overview of many 

approaches related to player’s engagement and motivation. Section 3 describes in 

details our approach. In Section 4, we present an experimental application of the 

system with 30 persons presenting the cognitive impairment (Mnesic, MCI and 
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Alzheimer) through a concentration-based game.  In the last section, we discuss a 

conclusion and future works to be presented later.   

2 Related Work 

In the case of the use of gamification into the non-gaming context [5], intrinsic 

motivation and extrinsic motivation [6] exist together. But when the player is an older 

adult, intrinsic motivation is more important than extrinsic motivation.  

Some works have been conducted to adjust the game design [7, 8] and the 

gameplay [9] as well as introduce new devices [10, 11] in the games. Also, a new 

source of motivation through the robot is slowly exploited. In Japan, animal therapy 

has been replaced by robot therapy in assisted activities [12] as well as improvement 

and prevention dementia for older adults. In the case of cognitive training, a socially 

assistive robot in [13] has been tested with patients with dementia in a specific music 

cognitive-base game. Some systems in Human-Machine Interaction estimate the 

attention’s level of the user based on various factors such as face’s orientation [14] or 

several backchannels’ behaviours [15].  

However, these approaches do not handle the difficulties generated by cognitive 

impairment such as lack of memory or distraction during the game. They cannot 

recognize the moment that the older players are distracted when they realize many 

wrong handlings or forgets the rules and do not know how to continue to play.   

3 Interactive System 

We have proposed an interactive system in order to provide several assistances to 

older adults. In [16], the proposed system interacts with the user in terms of his 

movements and his position in the related zones. In this paper, the system will focus 

on the gestures performed by older adults when they are playing the game in order to 

determine the situation for giving him help.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Structure of the interactive system 



Figure 1 describes the structure of the interactive system, which is a combination 

of two modules: Recognition Module and Interaction Module. Thanks to the Kinect 

camera of Microsoft and the supplied Kinect SDK, the Recognition Module tracks 

and recognizes the player’s gestures then sends them to the Interaction Module. The 

last one collects these information and combines with game states provided by the 

game in order to determine the type of interaction with the player through a 3D 

animated avatar. Here, the avatar can move, realize many expressions and give the 

verbal communications to player. The interest of a virtual avatar is demonstrated in 

the literature. Indeed, he can bring to players a feeling of companion [17], increase his 

attention and his sympathy [18] and more importantly, improve his interaction with 

the system [19]. 

4 Experiment 

The aim of this experiment is to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed system for 

keeping actively the players in the game. Three groups of ten older adults (Tab. 1), 

categorized by their cognitive state (Mnesic plaint, MCI, Alzheimer), are solicited, by 

the doctor, to perform a cognitive training session through a game during their 

memory consultation.  

 Our hypothesis is that the proposed system can improve their performance as well 

as possible during the game.  

4.1   Protocol  

The session takes place in a private room, equipped with a screen, a game with 

Camera Kinect (Fig .2) and the presence of a therapist. Each session lasts 

approximately 20 minutes. In short, there are three phases of the game: 

 Phase 1: the player learns rapidly how to play the game with the therapist. 

 Phase 2: the player plays the game alone without any helps.  

 Phase 3: the player plays the game with the avatar’s assistances. 

The order of phases for one session is as follows: all the players begin with phase 

1. Then, a randomization is made to determine between phase 2 and 3 in which one if 

the players continue as described in Figure 3. 

Players’ performance is collected only in phase 2 and 3. It’s presented by: 

 Playing time of a phase: the duration when the players start the phase 

until the end of the phase. 

 Score for the current phase. 

 



                    

Fig. 2.  Player interacts with the avatar                 Fig. 3. Order of the phases for each player 

4.2   Adaptation of System 

In this experimentation, we designed the game in the simple manner so that the 

players can browse the menu, choose the level, follow the tutorial and play the game 

by only raising hands (left /right). Moreover, we elaborated all of communication 

texts with a psychologist in order to create a positive ambiance and encourage the 

players. In addition, we provide 3 types of assistance to the players:  

 Assistance against inactivity: when the players do not interact with the game or 

the avatar for a while, the avatar recalls the players’ attention and gives some 

expected guidelines according to the current game state. 

 Assistance against errors: during the game, if the players make a lot of errors, the 

avatar supposes that they can forget the rules then recall them. 

 Assistance for tutorial: when the players desire to realize a tutorial before playing 

the game, the avatar guides them basing on their gestures. 

4.3   Experimental Results  

Obviously, the players always finish the game and have a play time which is 

shorter in phase 3 than in phase 2 (Fig. 4, 5). More importantly, two players in 

Alzheimer group abandon the game in phase 2. Indeed, without any help, the players 

spend much time to recall the rules of game, while in phase 3, thanks to the assistance 

against inactivity the players can continue and finish the game. The case of two 

abandoned players emphasizes the interest of assistance against inactivity. Their 

motivation tumbles down quickly when they cannot remember the rules of game.  

The score of the players benefits also the assistance of system (Fig. 4, 5). Thanks to 

the assistance against errors, the players can reduce the number of errors. Especially, 

Alzheimer group had a score more important than other groups. 

In order to understand how the players appreciate the assistance of the system, we 

asked a short questionnaire at the end of each training session, concerning various 

characteristics of the avatar (voice, communication’s text, appearance, animation and 

intervention). All of the players agree that avatar’s voice is clear and the 



communication is understandable. 27 players think that the appearance is pleasant and 

the other three find it normal. Moreover, avatar’s animation is judged natural by 26 

players, normal by 2 players and still factice by the last two. Globally, the players 

appreciate positively the avatar as well as its interactions during the game. 

                        

             

Fig 4. The results of MCI group in phase 2 and phase 3 

             
 

Figure 5. The results of Alzheimer group in phase 2 and phase 3   

 5 Discussion and Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed an assistive system for older adults with the Serious 

Game. Because of the decline of their cognitive functionalities, they have a lot of 

difficulties to perform a successful session. They need real-time assistance. The more 

they are helped, the longer their motivation is maintained. An experiment was 

conducted with 30 older players categorized by their diagnostic (Mnesic Plaint, MCI 

and Alzheimer) during the memory consultation. The proposed system aims to 

maintain their motivation by keeping them actively and improving their performance 

during a cognitive training game. Therefore, the system uses a 3D animated avatar to 

give assistances (recalls, guidelines) according to the inactivity and the number of 

errors. As the experimental results, the players realized a high performance and use 

effectively the rules and guidelines of the game thanks to the assistances of the avatar.  

Future work consists in confirming these results with a larger population on one hand, 

and on the other hand, analysing more precisely the reason of errors made by the 

players. In addition, it could be also interesting to explore more factors which can 

influence their motivation (e.g. gameplay, music, new kind of assistance). 
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